Abstract: Gender-related differences in colorectal cancer (CRC) are not fully understood. Recent studies have shown that CRC arising in females are significantly associated with CpG island methylator phenotype (CIMP-high). Using array comparative genomic hybridization, we analyzed a cohort of 116 CRCs (57 males, 59 females) for chromosomal copy number aberrations (CNA) and found that CRC in females had significantly higher numbers of gains involving chromosome arms 1q21.2-q21.3, 4q13.2, 6p21.1 and 16p11.2 and copy number losses of chromosome arm 11q25 compared to males. Interestingly, a subset of male CRCs (46%) exhibited a "feminization" phenomenon in the form of gains of X chromosomes (or an arm of X) and/or losses of the Y chromosome. Feminization of cancer cells was significantly associated with microsatellite-stable CRCs (p-value 0.003) and wild-type BRAF gene status (p-value 0.009). No significant association with other clinicopathological parameters was identified including disease-free survival. In summary,
Introduction
Genomic instability is an important molecular event in the development of colorectal cancer (CRC) [1] , encompassing chromosomal instability, microsatellite instability and aberrant DNA methylation. Chromosomal instability is the most common type of genomic instability and is an early event in colorectal carcinogenesis [2] causing chromosomal copy number aberrations (CNA). CNAs in CRC have been extensively studied using cytogenetic techniques and comparative genomic hybridization (CGH) [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Yet, despite recent advances in CRC genomics, gender-specific CNAs have only been sporadically documented by CRC genomic studies. Excluding gender-specific cancers (e.g., prostate, breast), males and females in general differ in their susceptibility to different cancers and differ in clinical outcome, therefore, understanding gender differences is important in order to gain insight into disease biology and underlying pathogenic mechanisms [10] . Studying gender-related genomics can also help optimize therapeutic strategies particularly in the era of personalized medicine.
With respect to CRC, males and females show many epidemiological, clinical and pathological differences. It is plausible to hypothesize that at least some of these gender differences are related to genes encoded in the sex chromosomes. It has been previously demonstrated that X chromosome CNAs are frequent in CRC cells in both male and female patients [11, 12] . However, a significantly higher frequency of these X chromosomal aberrations has been demonstrated in CRCs from male patients [6, 13, 14] . The clinical significance of this phenomenon is yet to be elucidated.
Are copy number aberrations in CRC gender-specific? To address this question, a cohort of 116 male and female patients with CRC was explored for chromosomal CNA by high-resolution array CGH (aCGH), with special attention to sex chromosomal aberrations. The aim was to specifically shed more light on the differences in CNAs between male and female colorectal cancer cells, and to correlate the aCGH findings with clinicopathological parameters, an aim that, to the best of our knowledge, has not been previously well-addressed. Table 1 shows that of 116 patients included in this study, 59 (50.9%) were females and 57 (49.1%) were males. Mean age was 64.2 years (range from 35 to 94). Tumors were from different colonic sites with 28 tumors (24.2%) being right-sided (cecum to transverse colon), 47 tumors (40.5%) being left-sided (descending colon and sigmoid), 23 (19.8%) rectal, and 18 (15.5%) of unknown site. Histological differentiation was as follows: 13 tumors (11.2%) were well-differentiated, 84 (72.4%) were moderately-differentiated, 11 (9.5%) were poorly-differentiated, and in eight cases (6.9%) differentiation could not be determined. Most tumors (82.8%) in both male and female patients were Dukes' stage B (84.2% in males and 81.4% in females). The majority of patients (75%) had microsatellite-stable cancers with wild-type BRAF gene (72% in males and 77.9% in females). Outcome data were available for 87 (75%) patients and the mean period of clinical follow-up was 7.5 years. In total, 63 patients (54.3%) were alive and disease-free 10 years after surgery, while 24 patients (20.7%) had disease relapse in the form of local recurrence or distant metastasis (Table 1) . Female patients showed more recurrences than male patients (28.8% and 12.3%, respectively), but the disease-free survival did not significantly differ between the two genders (data not shown). 
Results

Demographic/Pathologic Data
Array Comparative Genomic Hybridization (aCGH)
Chromosomal CNAs were noted in male and female CRCs involving both autosomes and sex chromosomes. CRCs from female patients showed significantly more gains in chromosomal arms 1q21.2-q21.3, 4q13.2, 6p21.1, and 16p11.2, as well as copy number losses in chromosome arm 11q25 compared to male patients (Figure 1A-D and Table 2 ). This analysis was based on a global frequency statistical approach called Significance Testing for Aberrant Copy number (STAC) [15] . STAC-based algorithm is a robust method, which identifies a set of aberrations that are stacked on top of each other from different patients or microarrays such that it would not occur by chance. We further enhanced the analysis by using a second algorithm termed "GISTIC" for Genomic Identification of Significant Targets in Cancer, which identifies functionally significant CNAs by giving more weight to high copy gains and homozygous losses (amplitudes) that may be functionally relevant to the successful evolution of the cancer genome [16] . The GISTIC analysis confirmed the STAC determined CNAs ( Figure 1E ). The details of the GISTIC determined CNAs are presented in Supplementary File 1. 
Feminization of Colorectal Cancer Cells in Males
Significant copy number differences of the sex chromosomes were observed in male patients, namely, extensive X chromosome copy number gains associated with Y chromosome losses at multiple loci (Figure 2A ,B). We refer to this phenomenon as "feminization" and define it as any CRC arising in male patients showing gains of the X chromosome (or an arm of X chromosome) and/or losses of the Y chromosome. Table 3 shows the loci involved in the X chromosomal gains and Y losses that are of statistical significance along with the candidate genes that may be potentially involved by the CNA at those loci. Cancers arising in females, on the other hand, had equivalent frequencies of gains and losses of the X chromosome ( Figure 2A ). In total, 26 of 57 (46%) male CRCs showed feminization of cancer cells by aCGH. For confirmation of these results, a number of male and female cases were subjected to reflex testing by FISH and MLPA. Out of 15 male tumors tested by Of the 19 male samples tested by MLPA, 14 cancers showed concordant results with that of aCGH. Five feminized cancers by aCGH were not confirmed by MLPA (data not shown). Finally, as a quality control measure, eight tumor samples were subjected to allelotyping and were all confirmed to be from the correct corresponding individuals (i.e., ruling out cross contamination between male and female samples) ( Figure 4A ,B). In order to minimize the potential of confounding factors, we have stratified the data by Dukes' stage B (Figure 5A ), microsatellite stable (MSS) status ( Figure 5B), and cancer subsite for sigmoid colon ( Figure 5C ), rectum ( Figure 5D ) and right side of colon ( Figure 5E ). The resultant data were closely related to the unstratified GISTIC analysis presented in Figure 1E ( Supplementary Files 2 and 3) . Interestingly, CRC site appears to have a dramatic influence on gender-specific CNAs. While sigmoid colon cancers appear to display the same gender-specific CNAs seen in all CRCs overall, albeit with additional sigmoid-specific CNAs ( Figure 5C and Supplementary File 4), rectal cancers appear to have only maintained the 11q25 loss in females and Xp22.32 gain in males ( Figure 5D and Supplementary File 5). In right-sided colon cancer, gain of chromosome X in males was not significantly observed, and all other gender-specific CNAs were not detected except for loss of 11q25 in females, but other copy number losses were obvious between females and males ( Figure 5E and Supplementary File 6). 
Clinicopathological Significance
Statistically significant parameters in male "feminized" CRCs, were microsatellite stability (MSS) status and BRAF gene mutation status (Table 4) . Of the 26 feminized male cancers, 24 (92%) tumors showed MSS/wild-type BRAF (p-value 0.003). This constitutes 58.5% of all MSS/wild-type BRAF in the male group. For BRAF status alone, all of the 26 feminized tumors showed a wild-type codon 600 of the BRAF gene (p-value 0.009), constituting 53% of all wild-type BRAF tumors in the male group. No significant differences were detected between feminized and non-feminized cases with respect to age, histological differentiation, Dukes' stage, KRAS mutation status, metastatic relapse or disease-free survival. 
Discussion
Male and female CRCs demonstrate fundamental differences in several epidemiological, pathological, and clinical aspects. For example, men have a higher incidence of CRC than women overall [17, 18] . With respect to cancer localization, left-sided CRC tends to be more frequent in men while right-sided CRC more frequent in women [19] [20] [21] . In our current study, however, left-sided tumors were more frequently seen in female patients (Table 1) . CRCs demonstrating microsatellite instability (MSI) and CpG island methylator phenotype (CIMP-high) are significantly associated with the female gender, BRAF mutations and wild-type KRAS [22] [23] [24] [25] , whereas microsatellite-stable CRCs with less extensive promoter methylation (CIMP-low) are associated with the male gender and KRAS mutations [25, 26] . Additionally, women with CRC seem to have an age-dependent survival advantage over men [18, [27] [28] [29] , with better survival seen in young to middle-aged women with localized disease [30, 31] and worse survival in older women after menopause [32, 33] . Some studies did not show a difference in survival between the two genders [34, 35] . Sex hormonal influences and the protective effect of estrogen in women have long been proposed as a factor in this gender bias in the incidence and behavior of CRC [30, 36] , as opposed to testosterone, which is generally thought to contribute to increased aggressiveness of cancer in males [37, 38] . Of note, the hormonal differences typical of the specific gender are unlikely to be seen in female patients older than 55 and male patients above 62 years of age. Nevertheless, the exact mechanisms underlying gender-related differences in CRC remain largely unexplained. Our study showed more cancer recurrences in female patients, however, there were no statistically significant differences in disease-free survival between men and women. This may be partly due to a selection bias of postmenopausal women in this study, since the majority of female patients were over the age of 50 years, or may be due to topographic differences in this region of the world. A recent study in Kuwait showed a mean recurrence-free survival time in CRC patients of 72.8 months and 65.2 months in males and females, respectively (p-value 0.025) [39] .
We used high-resolution aCGH (244 K), a technique that screens the entire tumor genome for genetic gains and losses, in order to study chromosomal CNAs in CRC cells in relation to gender. Significant differences in CNAs between females and males were noted at several loci but the differences in the X and Y chromosome imbalances were particularly interesting. Twenty-six male CRCs, comprising 46% of all male cancers in this study, showed "feminization" in the form of extensive X chromosome gains with or without Y chromosome losses. Our aCGH results were further confirmed by multiplex ligation-dependent probe amplification (MLPA) and fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH). In cases subjected to MLPA, 73% showed strong correlation with aCGH data, while those subjected to FISH 57% showed strong correlation with aCGH data. Five of the feminized male cancers identified by aCGH were not confirmed by MLPA. This discrepancy between aCGH and MLPA is expected and can be explained by the fact that the MLPA technique detects a small gene locus on the X chromosome that may not be involved in the CNA, and therefore MLPA offers a more limited view of the X chromosome.
The gender-specific wide-genome CNAs reported here might have been influenced by several confounding factors, although in this cohort female and male CRCs did not differ significantly in terms of clinicopathological characteristics (Table 1) . For this reason, we have stratified our CNA analysis to take into account the potential influences of Dukes' stage, microsatellite status and cancer subsite. After stratification, the gender-specific aberrations were confirmed, but interestingly our data indicate that these gender-specific CNAs may be site-specific. For example, while sigmoid colon cancers in males appear to display significant feminization, right-sided colon cancer did not demonstrate significant gains of the X chromosome. This intriguing observation deserves attention and confirmation in larger cohorts.
X chromosome gains have previously been observed in a variety of tumors including hepatoblastoma [40] , prostate cancer [41] , and testicular germ cell tumors [42] , amongst others. With respect to CRC, Dutrillaux et al. [11, 12] first described the gain of early-replicating (active) X chromosomes in male and female CRCs, demonstrating that the X gains were associated with a frequent loss of either the late-replicating (inactive) X chromosome in females or the Y chromosome in males. De Angelis et al. [6] demonstrated a high level of X chromosome gains by CGH in a series of 45 CRCs with a higher percentage of Xq gain in male patients and X losses in females. Brim et al. [14] also demonstrated the preferential gain of chromosome X in male CRC cells in a study of 30 CRCs from African American male patients, a high-risk group for CRC. The hypothesis postulated is that increased "dosage" of expressed X-linked genes may play a key role in oncogenesis [6, 11, 43] and that the higher incidence of CRC in males may be related to the lack of X-chromosomal inactivation [13] . In normal female cells, random inactivation of one of the X chromosomes occurs early in life making female somatic tissues mosaic with respect to whether the maternal or paternal X chromosome is active [43] . Therefore, gain of X chromosomes in male cancer cells may increase the expression of oncogenes carried on the X chromosome that are related to CRC [13] .
Similar to the results of Unotoro et al. [13] , the current study shows significant gains of the Xp21 locus in male CRC cells (p-value < 0.01), which is the location of the MAGE-B gene family (melanoma-associated antigen gene) [44] . Another significantly gained locus was Xp11.22 (p-value 0.004), which hosts the XAGE genes as well as the SSX genes (human synovial sarcoma on X chromosome) that are rearranged in synovial sarcoma. MAGE, SSX, and XAGE genes all belong to the cancer-testis antigen family of genes that are normally expressed in the testis and aberrantly expressed in a wide array of human cancers [45, 46] . MAGE and SSX co-expression has been recently correlated with liver metastasis in colorectal cancer [47] . At the present time, however, it is difficult to know, which genes are of significance in feminized CRCs due to the large genomic areas affected by the X chromosomal aberrations. With respect to the Y chromosome losses in male CRC observed here, other studies also support our findings [11, 12, 48] .
Other than sex chromosome CNAs, tumors from females showed significantly more gains at loci 1q, 4q, 6p and 16p compared to males and significantly more losses at 11q. Gains of 1q and 4q have previously been demonstrated in CRC [49] but were not correlated to gender. Several other chromosomal gains and losses have also been described in CRC, for example gains of 3q, 7p, 8q, 13q, 17p, 18q, 20q [4, 6, 7, 9] and losses of 1p, 4, 5q, 18q and 17p [5, [7] [8] [9] . However, the relationship between these CNAs and gender has rarely been studied. What kind of influence these gender-associated CNAs have on CRC needs further exploration in larger cohorts.
In the present study, feminized CRCs correlated with MSS and wild-type BRAF status. Conversely, tumors that lacked feminization were mostly MSI tumors, BRAF-mutated, and right-sided. MSS is an expected finding in feminized CRCs, as MSI and chromosomal instability (feminization is a form of chromosomal instability) are less likely to coexist in the same tumor [50, 51] . However, more recent evidence suggests that MSI and chromosomal instability may not be mutually exclusive [52] [53] [54] . Since MSS CRCs may have a worse prognosis than MSI cancers [55] [56] [57] [58] , we have restricted our disease-free survival analysis to the "MSS group" of patients and found that males with and without feminized tumors did not differ in disease-free survival rate (data not shown). No significant correlation was found between feminization and age, histological differentiation, Dukes' stage, KRAS mutation status or disease-free survival. Larger studies are required to confirm these results.
In summary, differences in chromosomal CNAs between genders may be an important aspect in the development of CRC, and feminization may constitute a unique pathway in colorectal carcinogenesis in a subset of male patients, which warrants further investigation using larger cohorts. 
Materials and Methods
Patients and Tissue Samples
Array Comparative Genomic Hybridization (aCGH)
Our standard published protocol was used to process the FFPE tissue samples for aCGH [59] . Briefly, 2 μg of tumor DNA and pooled sex-matched reference DNA (Promega, Fitchburg, WI, USA) were fragmented in a water-bath sonicator (Elmasonic, Singen, Germany), then labeled using the Cy3 and Cy5 universal linkage system dyes (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA). The labeled DNA was purified using the Agilent-KREApure columns (Agilent Technologies), and hybridized on to Human 244A slides (Agilent Technologies). Hybridization was carried out in SureHyb Chambers (Agilent Technologies) for 40 h at 60 °C. Slides were then washed and scanned at 5 μm resolution using an Agilent microarray scanner. Scanned images were imported, and the background was subtracted and normalized using Feature Extraction Software (Agilent Technologies). The feature extraction software generates a Quality Control Report, which determines the quality of the aCGH. Quality Control metrics such as Derivative of Log Ratio Spread (DLRSpread), Back Ground Noise, Signal Intensity, Reproducibility and Signal to Noise ratio are generated in the QC report.
DLRSpread is defined as the spread of the Log Ratio differences between consecutive probes along all chromosomes. It enhances the ability to measure the noise of the log ratio independently of the number and severity of aberrations found. Samples with DLRSpread higher than 0.5 were excluded from further analysis. The text files representing data ratio points log2 of test/control ratios were imported to Nexus software (Biodiscovery, El Segundo, CA, USA). Quality values ranged between 0.05 and 0.4, which are excellent values given the degraded nature of the samples. To minimize false positive calls and random copy number variations, Fast Adaptive State Segmentation Technique (FASST2) with a stringent significance threshold of 5.0 × 10
was used to determine CNAs for each sample. CNA comparisons between the two groups (Males vs. Females) were performed within Nexus using the Fisher's exact test. The Q-bound value, which corrects for multiple testing by performing False Discovery Rate (FDR) correction, was used to highlight significant CNA differences between the two groups.
Fluorescence in Situ Hybridization (FISH)
To confirm the aCGH results, sex-chromosome copy number counts by FISH was performed in 30 tumor samples (15 males and 15 females). For that we used the CEP X SpectrumOrange/Y SpectrumGreen DNA Probe Kit (Abbott Molecular, North Chicago, IL, USA), which detects alpha satellite sequences in the centromere region of the X chromosome (Xp11.1-q11.1) and satellite III DNA at the Yq12 region of the Y chromosome. We performed this 2-color FISH on 3-μm-thick tissue sections, which were then counterstained using 4'6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI). The Capturing and counting of the signals were performed using the "Metafer" system (Metasystems, Newton, MA, USA) on a Carl-Zeiss fluorescent microscope (Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany).
Multiplex Ligation-Dependent Probe Amplification (MLPA)
For further verification, 44 tumor samples (19 males, 25 females) were subjected to MLPA to assess the gender of cancer cells. The MLPA assay was performed using the SALSA ® MLPA ® probemix P294-A1 tumor-loss kit (MRC-Holland; Amsterdam, The Netherlands). The hybridization, ligation, and amplification steps were performed according to the manufacturer's standard protocol and the data analysis was done using the Coffalyser NET software created by MRC-Holland, Amsterdam, The Netherlands. The data generated from CRC samples were normalized and quality checked against reference controls. MLPA result reports, including descriptive statistics, ratios, 95% confidence intervals, and predictions, were exported to Microsoft Excel software data sheets for further analysis.
Allelotyping
As a quality control measure, randomly selected eight-paired normal and corresponding tumor tissues were subjected to allelotyping in order to rule-out cross contamination between male and female tissue samples. The identities of tumor tissues and their corresponding normal tissues were validated using PowerPlex-16 HS System (Promega, Fitchburg, WI, USA) according to the manufacturer's instruction manual. Genomic DNA was extracted using the Qiagen DNA extraction kit (producer, Hilden, Germany). Detection of amplified fragments was performed using Life Technologies 3130xl Genetic Analyzer and GeneMapper software version 4.0 (Foster City, CA, USA).
Clinicopathological Correlation and Statistical Analysis
Chromosomal CNA data generated from aCGH were correlated with clinicopathological parameters including tumor location within the colon, histopathological differentiation, Dukes' stage, microsatellite instability (MSI) status, mismatch repair (MMR) gene function, BRAF gene mutation status (p.V600E), and KRAS gene status (pre-determined using the standard Sanger sequencing method). Statistical analysis was calculated using Chi-square or Fisher's exact tests and p-values of <0.05 were considered statistically significant. Disease-free survivals were quantified by the generation of Kaplan-Meier curves, and detection of cancer recurrence in the form of metastasis or local recurrence was used as an endpoint measurement. Patients who did not relapse ("endpoint") during the study period (1990-2009) but died of other reasons or were lost to follow-up were censored. The mean period of follow-up was 7.5 years.
Conclusions
Feminization of colorectal cancer cells in male patients warrants further investigation using larger cohorts.
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